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Abstract

Social network sites support identity, relationships, and community. These three attributes of social interaction are fundamental to the basic human need for love, affection, and belongingness; creating a powerful motivation for the adoption of social network sites. By definition, social interaction cannot be conducted in private and social network sites have resulted in an unprecedented deluge of information revelations.

Information revelations on social network sites expose individuals to the risk of privacy violations. Facts unearthed by these violations have the potential to crush the basic human need for love, affection, and belongingness. We respond to the risks associated with information revelations: we propose deleting information that can be used to an individual’s disadvantage. Thereby freeing individuals from the consequences of information revelations. We acknowledge that deleting all information is not a viable solution, since this would eliminate the advantages offered by social network sites. We overcome this issue by only deleting information that satisfies some deletion criteria. For instance, information older than a particular date.

We have implemented our response as a smartphone application called Forget Me Do®, which automatically deletes status updates and removes tags from photos stored on Facebook®. The app is available on Android® and iOS®. We hope to extend our app to other social network sites in the future. Our response does not rely on software modifications to social network sites, hence, we immediately empower the general public with a tool that mitigates against the harms posed by information revelations.

1 Social network sites

Social network sites are "web-based services that allow individuals to (1) construct a public or semi-public profile within a bounded system, (2) articulate a list of other users with whom they share a connection, and (3) view and traverse

*Any trade names, trademarks, service marks, product names, copyrights, patents, trade secrets, designs, or any other tangible or intangible rights are the property of their respective owners. For example, Facebook® is a registered trademark owned by Facebook®, Inc., not Forget Me Do® Limited.
their list of connections and those made by others within the system” [bE07]. This definition embodies three attributes of social interaction that social network sites support [Gri08]:

- **Identity**: individuals create profiles that represent them.
- **Relationships**: individuals establish one-to-one connections with others.
- **Community**: individuals occupy a specific place among their peers.

These attributes of social interaction are fundamental to the basic human need for love, affection, and belongingness. Maslow [Mas43] argues that this basic need dominates consciousness, once physiological and safety needs are satisfied, thereby creating a powerful motivation for the adoption of social network sites.

Profiles are a core feature of social network sites. They allow individuals to reveal a representation of themselves. This can be achieved by disclosing personal information, including: name, age, gender, home town, contact information, education and employment histories, sexual preference, religious beliefs, and political views. Moreover, thoughts and feelings can be expressed by ephemeral status updates, and experiences can be shared using multimedia content such as photos and videos. Profiles also facilitate relationships. For example, statuses and multimedia content support comments and tags, and messages can be posted to an individual’s profile. By definition, profiles reveal information.

**Information revelation.** The social network site Facebook® boasts 829 million daily active users [Fac14, pp1]. Every day, these users upload more than 4.75 billion items of content (including status updates, wall posts, photos, videos, and comments), ‘like’ more than 4.5 billion items, and send more than 10 billion messages [FEQ13, pp6], contributing to the 600 terabytes of data collected by Facebook® every day [VW14]. This unprecedented deluge of information revelation can be attributed to “the important, even primal, human desire to craft social identities, forge reciprocal relationships, and accumulate social capital” [Gri08].

The desire for social interaction cannot be conducted in private: “identity [revelations] require an audience; relationships are impossible without others; community is a public” [Gri08].

## 2 Consequences of information revelation

In terms of Solove’s taxonomy of privacy [Sol06], social network sites expose individuals to privacy violations involving:

- **Aggregation**: the combination of various pieces of data about a person.
• **Disclosure**: the revelation of truthful information about a person that impacts the way others judge her character.¹

• **Increased accessibility**: the amplification of information accessibility.

• **Insecurity**: the maladministration of stored information.

• **Second use**: the use of information collected for one purpose for a different purpose without the data subject’s *explicit* consent.²

• **Surveillance**: the observation of an individual’s activities.

Let us explore each of these issues in more detail:

**Aggregation.** Privacy violations involving aggregation exploit the fact that “a comprehensive collection of data about an individual is vastly more than the sum of its parts” [Coh00]. For instance, suppose a 23 year old female shopper from Atlanta buys the following items in March: cocoa-butter lotion, a handbag large enough to contain diapers, magnesium and zinc supplements, and a bright blue rug. Taken individually, each item is innocuous; however, the combination of items allows us to deduce that there is “an 87 percent chance that she’s pregnant and that her delivery date is sometime in late August” [Duh12]. Unexpectedly, aggregation reveals sensitive facts from non-sensitive data.

**Disclosure.** Privacy violations involving disclosure arise when private concerns – including past mistakes and misconduct – are revealed [Sol03]. For instance, Swidey [Swi03] discusses the problems faced by a man who wrote about his teenage incarceration during the ’90s and how he “never saw Google coming - how those tiny publications would go online and into the claws of the nation’s top Internet search engine, and how a bored co-worker or prospective employer would be able to get up close and personal with [his] wild ride as a teenager.” Although disclosure releases correct information, it may “thwart opportunities in one’s future” [Sol07, pp49] and allowing individuals to hide these past indiscretions fosters change, without the burden of “a public transcript of consciousness” [Joh10].

**Increased accessibility.** Privacy violations involving increased accessibility occur when a norm of flow is violated, that is, when information is available beyond a boundary dictated by common practice [Nis04]. For instance, the norm of flow for profiles dictates that information must be requested. Facebook® violated this norm of flow with the introduction of its ‘News Feed’ feature, which broadcasts information from profiles, thereby breaching the requirement that profile information must be requested. Despite the availability of information

¹We include self-exposure [Sol07, pp196–200] – that is, personally revealing information about one’s self – in the definition of disclosure.

²We broaden Solove’s definition of second use to include cases where the data subject gives *implicit* consent.
by diligent search, increased accessibility causes “the sense of exposure and invasion” [boy08].

**Insecurity.** Privacy violations involving insecurity exploit carelessness in protecting stored information from leaks and improper access. For instance, insufficient encryption has resulted in session hijacking [But10, Mar10], inefficient anonymisation has enabled tracking of individuals [KW10], and insufficient authentication has permitted unauthorised access to information [Lie08, Chu11, Chu12, Duc13, Duc14]. Insecurity exposes information that should be private.

**Second use.** Privacy violations involving second use arise when information is used beyond the scope for which it was collected. For instance, Facebook® has carefully crafted an agreement which permits amendments to information usage by implicit consent: using Facebook® after amendments have been made constitutes acceptance of the amended terms [Fac13, §14]. (Cf. “[Facebook® has] slowly but surely helped itself – and its advertising and business partners – to more and more of its users’ information” [Ops10] and McKeon’s graphical representation of the problem [McK10].) Secondary use essentially denies individuals the right to control future uses of their information.

**Surveillance.** Privacy violations involving surveillance occur when the social norm of civil inattention [Gof71] – or, more directly, the social norm against snooping [Gri08, §2.3.2] – is violated. For instance, “people with no social connection to you could look at your profile but shouldn’t” [Gri08, §2.3.2]. It follows that surveillance includes discovery by legal professionals [Min08], background checks by employers [Sol07, pp38], and searches by private investigators [Ahe10, §3 & §12]. Although surveillance unveils public information, there is an expectation of civil inattention and violations cause self-censorship [Kan98, §3.1.2] and inhibition [Swi99, §1.3.2].

Love, affection and belongingness – basic human needs that have driven many to adopt social network sites – have the potential to be crushed by facts unearthed by privacy violations; protecting our fundamental needs is of utmost importance.

### 3 Responses (that don’t work)

Based upon Goffman [Gof59], Grimmelmann [Gri08, §3] and Mayer-Schönberger [May11, §5], we recall the following responses:

- **Abstinence:** information revelations can stop.
- **Cognitive adjustment:** evolution will enable humans to cope.
- **Expiry dates:** data can be deleted on a pre-defined expiry date.
- **Impression management:** damaging information can be removed.
• **Legislation:** legal frameworks can restrict the flow of information.

• **Market forces:** economics will naturally ensure the right degree of privacy.

Unfortunately, none of these responses offer sufficient protection against information revelation:

**Abstinence.** Abstinence assumes individuals will stop using social network sites once the consequences have been understood. The argument is dependent upon the consequences of usage outweighing the benefits that such sites offer; this seems unlikely. Moreover, abstinence does not counter the risk posed by information that has already been revealed.

**Cognitive adjustment.** Cognitive adjustment assumes the human race can adapt to cope with information revelations. For instance, Togelius [Tog07] remarks that isolated instances of disclosure in one’s past “should not in any way be held against [one] when they later in life want to become a politician, teacher, babysitter, policeman etc. We will simply have to assume that people can change and restrict ourselves to looking at their most recent behaviour and opinions.” The cognitive adjustment argument may be true, but evolution does not solve the problem of how humans will cope today.

**Expiry dates.** Expiry dates assume that individuals will associate each piece of data with an expiry date and software (e.g., software maintained by social network sites) will delete data upon expiry. The notion necessitates software modifications, hence, expiry dates are dependent upon market forces (i.e., if individuals negotiate for expiry dates, then software providers will rationally respond by supplying them) and, thus, inherit problems associated with market forces (see below). Moreover, Mayer-Schönberger [May11, pp174] acknowledges that legislation, with its inherent problems (see below), is likely to be required to ensure that data is deleted. Furthermore, inputting expiry dates is likely to spoil the user-experience and places a cognitive burden upon individuals. Finally, the risk posed by information that has already been revealed is not addressed.

**Impression management.** Impression management assumes we can identify and remove damaging information. Unfortunately, these assumptions are plagued by economic problems: the cost of manually identifying and removing damaging information is expensive. For instance, based upon the figures in Section 1, an average Facebook® user uploads approximately 8500 pieces of information every year, which would take almost two days to identify and delete, assuming it takes 5 seconds to identify and remove each piece of information. In addition, the ability to identify damaging information suffers from: cognitive...
problems [Sol13, §1.1.2], for instance, “[individuals] will often be overwhelmed with the task of identifying possible outcomes related to privacy threats and means of protection” [AG07, §18.3.1], and structural problems, for instance, “aggregation [...] makes it nearly impossible to manage data” [Sol13, §1.2.2].

Legislation. Legislation can restrict the flow of information. For instance, information deletion mandates can regulate how long information may be stored and privacy rights can empower individuals with control over their information. However, information deletion mandates assign the decision of what must be deleted, and when, to lawmakers, rather individuals [May11, pp160]. And, privacy rights are “difficult to enact, of dubious effectiveness, and [provide] no insurance against an uncertain future [and] the overall suitability of [privacy rights] is unclear” [May11, pp141]. Moreover, to avoid becoming too authoritarian, “[legislation] should be less involved when people are merely self-disclosing personal information” [Sol07, pp196], which limits protection against disclosure.

Market forces. Market forces assume that individuals will negotiate for privacy and social network sites will rationally respond by supplying it. The argument is dependent upon individuals understanding how much privacy they truly desire; unfortunately, evidence suggests that this precondition is false [Gri08, §3.1].

These responses provide insufficient protection against information revelation. Nonetheless, our response is inspired by expiry dates and impression management.

4 Our response: Forget Me Do®

To address the challenges posed by information revelation, we tackle the root of all privacy violations: the existence of information that can be used to an individual’s disadvantage. We posit that deleting this information will free individuals from the consequences of information revelation. We accept that deleting all information is not a viable solution, since this would eliminate the benefits offered by social network sites. We overcome this issue by only deleting information that satisfies some deletion criteria. For instance, information older than a particular date.

Our response eliminates the cognitive problems associated with identifying damaging information (default deletion criteria can be predefined by experts, so this is not a cognitive issue). Moreover, criteria can be fine-tuned to ensure the right degree of privacy for each individual. Our response also minimises the structural problems associated with aggregation, since aggregation is less profitable when the available information is limited. In addition, economic costs can be eliminated by automation. We have implemented our response as a smartphone application.
**Forget Me Do® app.** Our *Forget Me Do™* smartphone application automatically deletes status updates and removes tags from photos stored on Facebook®. The app is available on Android® and iOS™. We hope to extend our app to other social network sites in the future.

By implementing our response as a smartphone application, we empower individuals with a tool that combats the consequences of information revelation. The tool does not rely on software modifications to social network sites, hence, we avoid the dependencies on legislation and market forces that are typical of expiry dates.

## 5 Conclusion

Information revelations on social network sites expose us to the risk of privacy violations that may ruin individuals; appropriate responses to the risk are essential. We mitigate against the harms posed by information revelations; we propose deleting all information that satisfies some deletion criteria. For example, information older than a particular date. We have implemented our response as a smartphone application that automatically deletes status updates and removes tags from photos stored on Facebook®.

Our response is inspired by expiry dates, which teach us to define a deletion date for each piece of data that we reveal (and rely on the recipient to delete data upon expiry), and impression management, which teaches us to identify and remove damaging information. We improve upon expiry dates by eliminating the reliance on recipients deleting data and by defining some global deletion criteria, rather than associating each piece of data with some criteria. And we improve upon impression management by eliminating the need to consider whether information is damaging. Moreover, we eliminate economic costs through automation.

Our immediate objective is to empower the general public with tools that eliminate the consequences of information revelation. Longer-term, we want to stimulate debate on privacy and, ultimately, help revolutionise society’s perspective of privacy.
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